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Executive summary

Since the financial crisis in 2008 and the subsequent global economic recession, banks have focused most of 
their attention on protecting their business against negative external events, choosing to protect their share 
of the market until more favourable conditions return. They have tried to improve their financial position through 
a combination of cost control and revenue growth, but the result has been volatility in profit margins. Revenue 
growth has not necessarily resulted in higher profits.

Regulation has had an adverse effect on banking profits, through measures by regulators to strengthen the 
capital and liquidity of financial institutions, improve the resilience of financial markets, extend consumer 
protection and increase tax transparency.

This report suggests that market conditions are now improving, and that opportunities for profit growth have 
returned, and banks should be planning to develop their business through strategies for profit growth. Increasing 
revenue is of no value unless it is accompanied by higher profit.

In this report we consider three key questions. How do banks create profitable growth that will add to their 
value? Having achieved growth, how do they sustain it? And how do they establish a growth-oriented culture? 
In Deloitte’s view there is a four-stage growth cycle that banks should adopt and maintain.

The first stage of this cycle is to define an appropriate growth target for the bank. The growth rate target for any 
individual bank depends on a combination on factors internal to the bank, which we call a sustainable growth rate 
(SGR), and external factors in the general economic environment and in the financial services industry. The potential 
growth rate will depend on whether these internal and external factors are favourable or not.

The second stage of the profit growth cycle is to identify potential areas for growth. This means identifying 
investment projects that will enable the bank to achieve its selected growth target. Deloitte has developed a 
growth generation map, based on our experience with banking clients. Growth will come from a combination 
of projects in three areas: developing the core business of the bank, investing in adjacent business areas, and 
moving into completely new product-market areas. Individual investment projects in each of these three areas 
should be assessed, and we have identified several perspectives for growth that will enable banks to evaluate 
individual investment options.

The assessment of individual projects is improved by a careful and thorough analysis of the available data, using 
advanced analytics combined with techniques for performance management measurement, business intelligence 
and data management. Advanced analytics can, in fact, be used effectively in all four stages of the profit 
growth cycle.

In identifying potential areas for growth, we have given particular attention to the opportunities provided by 
innovation and advances in digital technology. Our view is that there are several forces for ‘digital disruption’ 
which create significant opportunities that relate to banks’ customers and markets, and also to banking employees 
and banks themselves.

The third stage of the profit growth cycle is constructing an optimal portfolio of investments. Individual projects 
are assessed in terms of both expected return and risk, and the choice of projects for the investment portfolio will 
depend on the bank’s target growth rate and also its risk appetite. The optimal portfolio will consist of investments 
that provide a suitable balance, providing the bank with its target rate of profit growth within limits acceptable to 
its risk appetite. The final portfolio will be a combination of investments in the bank’s core business, in adjacent 
business areas and in new product-market areas.
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The fourth stage of the profit growth cycle is to execute the chosen growth strategy successfully by investing 
in the selected project portfolio. Successful strategy execution requires four building blocks: governance, 
organisation structure, motivation through incentives and rewards, and a suitable information system. 
Deloitte has identified the necessary elements of a governance model and an Organisational Value Generation 
(OVG) framework for shaping organisation structure. We also recommend the application of a performance 
pyramid for incentives and rewards for profit growth, and elements of management reporting that will 
sustain growth.

We believe that this paper will help bank executives to address today’s growth challenge and find solutions to 
the challenge of how their bank can be positioned to keep up with the ever-increasing pace of innovative 
change. For banks that are considering whether they should pursue a growth strategy and how to do it, or for 
banks that may already have taken the first steps towards realising a growth strategy, this report can serve as  
a solid basis for their ambitions.

For banks that are considering whether they should 
pursue a growth strategy and how to do it, or for 
banks that may already have taken the first steps 
towards realising a growth strategy, this report can 
serve as a solid basis for their ambitions.
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1. The profitable growth challenge

Most companies pursue an objective of sustainable growth. But what does this mean? Growth is sustainable 
when it results not only in increased revenues, but also in more profit. Profitable growth is the basis for long-term 
competitive success and is the most important element in enterprise value creation. Analysis by Deloitte concludes 
that profitable growth in banking should be pursued by competing on value rather than price, with the focus on 
revenue enhancement rather than purely on cost reduction.1 

Since 2008 banks, securities firms and investment managers around the world have sought to protect their 
businesses from the shockwaves of economic crisis. Many put growth and expansion plans on hold during 
this time, choosing to conserve their share of the market until more favourable business conditions emerged. 
However, as the graphs in Figure 1 below illustrate, their mind-set has shifted since 2011: the revenues of large 
European banks have increased, although still below the pre-crisis level, and the revenues of Swiss banks have 
exceeded their pre-crisis level while profit margins have been volatile. 

Following the economic crisis, banks scaled down the size of their organisations, both to improve efficiency 
and to comply with regulatory requirements. By divesting non-core activities and restructuring their business 
models, banks have begun to reposition themselves for growth and to look for new revenue opportunities. 
About three-quarter of the banks listed on the Swiss stock exchange put strong emphasis on growth and have 
mentioned it as a strategic priority in their annual reports.3 As Figure 1 shows, however, in the pursuit of revenue 
growth, profitability has fallen by the wayside. While the profitability of Swiss banks has been flat with a slight 
downwards trend since 2012, profit margins for European banks have fallen more substantially. This indicates 
that the real challenge in the current banking environment is to achieve profitable growth. In view of the banking 
industry heading towards a more regulated environment, this is becoming an even more important necessity 
(see Focus Box: Regulation as limiting factor for growth?).

Figure 1. European and Swiss banks: revenue and profit margins 2008-20142 
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 Against this backdrop the following questions emerge: 

 

• How do banks achieve value-enhancing growth? 

• How do they sustain it? 

• How do they establish a growth-oriented culture?

 
Deloitte understands the issues facing banks as they grow and can help them meet and exceed their objectives. 
We have undertaken extensive research to identify the secrets of successful growth companies in banking. 
Our Growth Cycle was developed as a strategic framework for sustaining value-enhancing growth (see Figure 2). 
This identifies four interconnected elements as the key to growth:

(1) Defining an appropriate growth target 

(2) Identifying areas for growth

(3) Constructing a profitable growth portfolio

(4) Executing a growth strategy effectively

The following chapters of this report will expand on each of these elements. 

While growth strategies are usually considered a means to overhaul competitors, they may also be seen as 
a defence mechanism. Attack is the best form of defence, and growth strategies may help banks to remain 
competitive in a fast-moving and rapidly-changing financial services landscape.

There are barriers to the development of successful growth strategies. Some are internal to the bank as political 
power plays may act against proposed strategic initiatives. Other challenges are external, such as ultra-low or even 
negative interest rates, and changing client demands in an increasingly competitive landscape driven largely by new 
market entrants (the so-called FinTech disruptors). Furthermore, the flood of regulatory initiatives in recent years 
has created an additional strain for banks. The Focus Box below shows how these may impact the growth ambition 
of banks.4

Figure 2. The Growth Cycle 

Defining an 
appropriate 

growth target

Executing a 
growth strategy 
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for growth

Constructing a 
profitable growth 
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Focus Box: Regulation as limiting factor for growth?
Regulation has been the main agent for change in the banking sector in the years following the financial crisis. Therefore it comes as 
no surprise, that – according to a Deloitte survey6 – compliance with new regulations is the biggest concern of the industry. Not only is 
more equity tied up, but regulation is also driving the operational cost base as well as limiting market potential. The impact of regulatory 
initiatives can be grouped into four categories, as shown below. 
 

 
Regulation however has not only been altogether detrimental to growth. As a consequence of ad-hoc regulation by central banks in 
the form of relaxed collateral requirements, facilitation of unlimited credit lines and open market interventions to purchase bonds or 
currencies, there is considerable liquidity and an ultra-low interest rate environment boosting asset prices. In addition although global 
regulatory standards add to the cost base, they will in the longer term contribute to strengthening the capital structure of banks and the 
banking system as a whole. The outcome is reduced counterparty risks. Furthermore introducing consumer protection standards similar 
to EU regulations will be one of the pre-conditions for access to the EU market area.

It therefore comes as no surprise that many banking executives see regulation – or at least certain regulatory initiatives – as an impetus for 
the achievement of growth instead of as a limiting factor for growth. This highlights the importance for a financial institution of defining a 
strategy for responding to current and future regulatory developments. The response has to be two-directional: complying with regulation 
in the most effective way and being able to seize the opportunities resulting from it. This will enable organisations to leverage regulatory 
initiatives to their advantage.

Regulatory cluster Description Impact

1
 

Strengthen financial 
institutions

To enhance the prudential regulation of banks. Includes the  
Basel III regulatory capital and liquidity requirements

• Ties up more capital

• Higher financing costs for some businesses

• More resources needed for regulatory reporting

• Reduction in counterparty risks

2
 

Enhance market 
resilience

Regulation to enhance the resilience of the market infrastructure 
to promote financial stability, particularly in the area of OTC 
products

• Higher operational cost base

• Extended operational risk management requirements

• More resources needed for regulatory reporting

• Reduction in counterparty risks

3
 

Extend consumer 
protection

Introduction of tests of investment suitability and 
appropriateness, to improve consumer protection. Also enhanced 
transparency requirements (for example, MiFID II)

• Higher cost of providing investment advice

• Lower demand for high-margin complex products

• Regaining trust, especially among private clients

• Compliance with regulations as a pre-condition for 
market access

4
 

Increase tax 
transparency

Tax conformity requirements as an extension of current 
anti-money laundering regulations. Banks to apply additional 
compliance processes, especially for cross-border business

• Reduction in cross-border opportunites

• Lower profitability in some offshore markets

• More resources needed for regulatory reporting

• Increasing demand for tax-related services
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2. Defining an appropriate 
growth target

Careful planning is required before launching a cost-intensive growth initiative. This must include defining an 
appropriate growth target, which will drive the choice of suitable strategies. In addition, growth targets must 
take account of the resources available within the firm to support growth. The goals must be reasonable, attainable 
and, above all, sustainable.

Strategic questions to define the appropriate growth target
When formulating growth objectives, questions that arise include:

• How can we strengthen our competitive position in our core business?

• Are there any opportunities currently available that we do not exploit in the optimal way? 

• Are there any new businesses we could engage in successfully?

• Is there any potential for synergy within our organisation?

• What growth rate is needed for achieving a target market share? 

• How many growth opportunities are available and how should they be financed?

• Which lines of business should be targeted? 

Two complementary perspectives can be used to determine an appropriate growth target. 

• First, an internal perspective will help the firm to determine a sustainable growth rate that is consistent with its 
available resources and financing capabilities, as well as its overall strategy.

• Second, an external perspective will be used to compare this sustainable growth rate with the growth 
prospects for the industry and the economy as a whole and to assess the competitive situation of the firm.

Internal perspective: competitive situation and internal financial resources
The target growth rate is limited by the amount of resources available to the firm for financing growth. When a 
bank is in a superior competitive situation in terms of products, profitability or access to financial markets, it can 
try to capitalise on its advantage to grow market share, either organically or through mergers and acquisitions. 
Conversely, a firm in an unfavourable competitive position will need to think of measures for defending its market 
share, and it may be forced to invest more heavily in growth in order not to lose ground.

The most appropriate tool for deriving a growth target based on internal financial resources is the sustainable 
growth rate concept (SGR). This calculates sustainable growth as the interplay of four accounting ratios: retention 
ratio, profit margin, asset turnover and capital structure. The SGR formula is as follows:

SGR =
RE

*
NPAT

*
I

*
A

NPAT I A E

Retention 
ratio

Profit 
margin

Asset 
turnover

Financial 
leverage

Where: 
RE = Retained earnings I = Income E = Book value of equity 
NPAT = Net profit after tax A = Assets (on balance-sheet)

Defining an 
appropriate  

growth 
target
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The SGR describes optimal growth from a purely financial perspective. It is the maximum annual percentage 
growth that can be financed with internal resources under current planning assumptions. Two components in the 
formula are of a strategic/operational nature – the firm’s asset turnover (I/A) and its profit margin (NPAT/I) – while 
two others are of a financial nature – the degree of financial leverage used (A/E) and the amount of retained 
earnings (RE/NPAT).

In practice, the process to determine the SGR is iterative, since financial plans can be modified in order to set 
a different growth target. However because profit margin and asset turnover are of a strategic/operational 
nature and are closely linked to the internal situation of the firm, they cannot be changed in the short term. As a 
consequence, a profitable firm is able to sustain a higher growth rate than a less successful rival. Only the financial 
ratios can be changed in the short term by management discretion. Financial leverage can be increased by adapting 
the proportion of debt to equity, either through new debt or by buying back shares; and the dividend pay-out ratio 
can be reduced to make more funds available to finance growth. 

Management however cannot decide on the financial policy to follow without the approval of external creditors 
and/or shareholders. In order to win their support for a financial policy, management will require a compelling 
business case that recognises both the firm’s internal competitive situation and also external factors. 

External perspective: market opportunities and competitive situation
When looking at the external situation of the firm there are two main issues to consider.

1.  Economic outlook. Shareholders will continually assess the growth prospects and profitability of the firm against 
other investment opportunities in the broader economy, and they may demand a higher dividend pay-out ratio if 
they are not satisfied with the prospects for growth and profitability that the bank offers. 

2.  Industry outlook. A firm with growth below the industry average loses market share. This will normally damage 
profitability over time and reduce growth prospects further. Conversely, a firm that grows faster than the industry 
average improves its competitive position, which potentially can lead to further growth and bigger profits.

When deciding a growth target management therefore needs to make a trade-off between market 
opportunities, the firm’s competitive situation and the internal financial resources available for growing the 
business. When internal financial resources are insufficient for achieving the desired growth rate, management will 
need to persuade shareholders and/or creditors to finance the growth. In contrast, when financial resources exceed 
the amount needed for investment opportunities, some debt may be repaid or profit may be distributed in order to 
maximise shareholder value.

Combining the two perspectives: the four quadrants of growth
Four possible generic growth strategies can be identified by combining the internal and external perspectives. 
These are shown in Figure 3. To identify the growth quadrant where the company is currently located (rather 
than the quadrant where management would like it to be) requires the exercise of critical introspection (where is 
the firm winning and losing? what are its internal capabilities and resources? etc.) and a realistic assessment of the 
industry prospects. 

Each of the four quadrants is characterised as follows.

• Fix before growing. The firm has problems that are in need of an urgent fix, and the industry prospects are 
dim. The opportunity costs of not growing are low and the firm has some time to focus on restoring profitability. 
However, standing still for long is not an option, as a wave of consolidation may hit the industry.

• Grow despite elevated risk. The firm is not in a good condition, but it cannot afford to lose market share to 
rivals in a growing market. Internal improvements are needed at the same time that the company is expanding. 
This requires skilful management and trust from shareholders (who may decide that disposing of their investment 
is a better alternative). Companies should aim for growth only in those markets where opportunities for profitable 
growth are the greatest.

Defining an 
appropriate  

growth 
target
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• Grow as a champion. The firm is in good shape and well positioned to benefit from high growth prospects in 
the market. It should therefore aim for a superior rate of growth. The challenge is to grow whilst maintaining its 
internal strengths (people, organisation, financial resources) and to avoid ‘growing pains’.

• Grow at the expense of competition. The outlook for the industry is not good, but the company is well 
positioned and can benefit from a consolidating market. It can gain market share either through organic growth 
(for example by conducting aggressive sale campaigns) or through acquisitions of competitors. Both strategies are 
not without execution risks.

After identifying the ‘right’ quadrant where it is located, the firm has to review its SGR and decide how much 
external financing will be needed in order to achieve the desired growth rate. Shareholders will then assess the case 
for growth and decide whether it is sufficiently credible to finance it.

Figure 3. Generic growth strategies
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From target to reality
This chapter has shown how to define a growth target by assessing the firm’s internal capabilities and the market 
prospects. However, it is important not to be deceived by the formula in the SGR concept, and to realise that a 
growth target does not transform itself into growth automatically. Expanding in the wrong market segments or 
bringing unwanted products to the market can have a cost in terms of both money and growth. The following 
chapter will consider how growth can be identified and generated.

Defining an 
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growth 
target
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3. Identifying areas  
for growth

The next task is to identify suitable sources for real growth that are consistent with the bank’s generic growth 
strategy, organisation, competitive position and culture. Growth generation maps can help with identifying 
them. Deloitte’s growth generation map based on our Universal Banking Value MapTM provides a starting point 
for identifying growth opportunities. The map provides a breakdown of the key areas for growth and helps bank 
executives to initiate meaningful discussions about growth options available for their business.

3.1 The Deloitte map for growth generation
Deloitte’s growth map is in the form of a logical tree structure with three levels (see Figure 4). The first level consists 
of the available growth types in relation to the existing business. The second level shows, for each growth type, 
the possible growth strategies; and the third level identifies various growth levers (see Appendix I for details). 
The ultimate objective is to identify areas for growth that could increase operating income and contribute to the 
agreed growth target. 

Figure 4. The Deloitte map for growth generation
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While it is easy to say that growth is important, it is not so easy to apply growth targets to decisions that are made 
at a strategic level: where to spend time and resources, how to best execute strategic initiatives, and ultimately how 
to win in the competitive marketplace. Our growth generation map is designed to quicker connect the levers at 
the bottom of the tree (strategic actions) with shareholder value at the top of the Universal Banking Value Map™. 
Two simple ways to use it are as follows.

• Start at the top. Based on the growth type you want to pursue, work your way down and ask yourself at each 
level “How will we use this to generate growth?”. This will help to ensure that your growth strategy and the 
underlying levers for growth support your overall growth objectives.

• Start at the bottom. Based on the data analysed, work your way up and ask yourself at each level “Where is 
the opportunity?”. This will help to ensure that existing data is fully utilised to support overall growth objectives.

3.2 Growth types
Deciding to grow a business is the beginning, not the end, of a complex strategic planning process. One of 
the most important decisions that executives need to make is where to look for growth: in areas related to current 
business operations, potentially offering quick returns, or in areas that represent a departure from the current 
core business, which likely require greater resource input. This decision can determine not only what your business 
does next, but also what it becomes in future. Should you select growth opportunities close to the core business, 
or further afield?

In Deloitte’s experience, companies need to adopt a portfolio approach to growth (see Chapter 4). This means that 
they must enhance and protect their existing business, while also creating opportunities for emerging businesses 
in order to sustain growth over time. There are three areas for growth: developing core business, expanding 
opportunities adjacent to the core and exploiting radically new business.5 

• Core: Maximise profitable growth from existing products, customers, channels and geographical markets.

• Adjacent: Utilise existing assets and capabilities to extend the boundaries of the existing business.

• New: Develop new assets and capabilities to create new markets; shift the basis of competition or address new 
or unmet customer needs.

Deloitte’s research and project experience shows that banks typically focus on developing the core business and 
give less attention to developing new products in new markets. In order to develop growth options in the core and 
adjacent business areas more effectively, a granular data-driven (bottom-up) approach is appropriate. Advanced 
analytics is a technique that can help banks with this (see Focus Box below).6,7

Figure 5. Types of growth

Protecting the current business; 
typically more certain

Creating the future business; 
typically less certain

Core Adjacent New
1 2 3

Level of uncertainty
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Focus Box: Insight-led growth using advanced analytics
An increasing number of financial institutions are gaining a competitive advantage by using information to improve how they serve clients. 
Advanced analytics, in combination with Performance management, Business intelligence and Data management techniques, 
can be used to predict future outcomes more effectively.

Advanced analytics is the application of data mining, pattern matching, data visualisation and predictive modelling tools to produce 
analysis and algorithms that enable businesses to make better decisions. Advanced analytics answers the questions: Why is this 
happening? What if trends continue? What will happen next? What is the best outcome? 

Performance management is an umbrella term to describe the metrics, processes and analytical methods that are used to monitor 
and manage business performance and risk. 

Business intelligence consists of querying, reporting, online analytical processing and ‘alerts’ that can answer questions such as: 
What happened? How many? How often? Where exactly is the problem? What actions are needed?

Data management is the development and execution of architectures, policies, practices and procedures to manage the collection, 
quality, standardisation, integration and aggregation of data across the business.

 

 
 
 
 
 
Advanced analytics can be used as a source of insights throughout the growth cycle (see Figure 2). During the definition of an 
appropriate growth target, it can be used to leverage data from internal and external sources, to assist with the formulation of 
growth objectives (such as catching up with the market or realising synergy potential). Advanced analytics can also be applied to 
identify opportunities. The vast amount of client data available in-house can be used for the identification of sources for growth. 
Growth opportunities are then combined into a portfolio of growth initiatives (see Chapter 4). Finally, advanced analytics supports 
the execution process (see Chapter 5) by adding value to the information used in management reporting, via the leverage of 
defined KPIs.

As a result, advanced analytics provides benefits for the customer as well as enabling the business to reach its growth targets. 

Business benefits:
• Increase in revenue through customer targeting, and ability to cross-sell and up-sell. 
• Reductions in cost of sales and customer service costs.
• Improvement in customer loyalty, transparency and marketing effectiveness.
• Improvements in R&D capabilities, data sharing, connectivity within organisation and innovation.

Customer benefits:
• Improved customer service and experience.
• Improved access to relevant information and services.
• Personalised services.
• Move to a ‘pull’ relationship with increased focus on true client demand.

Advanced 
analytics

Performance 
management

Business 
intelligence

Data management
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Insight
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Analytics capabilities
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In the following two chapters, we will briefly discuss how two of the most critical growth levers, ‘innovation’ and 
‘digital’ can foster growth.

3.3 Innovation as an integrated part of the growth agenda 
Growth and innovation are strongly connected issues. Many levers for growth are dependent on innovation in 
products and services, product systems and markets, which lead directly to enhanced capabilities for generating 
operating income or growth. While strategies for growing the core business (1) may be implemented by core 
innovation to the business, expansion in areas adjacent to the core (2) and new businesses (3) require more 
far-reaching adjacent or transformational innovation (see figure below).8

Innovation is commonly seen as the development of a capability, which breaks away from established ways of 
doing business.9 It may occur in the form of small adjustments and core innovation, or as bigger changes in the 
form of adjacent or transformational innovation. Core innovation is equivalent to limited change to the known. 
It drives growth of the core business and is necessary to keep up with competitors. Adjacent innovation is needed 
when growth is sought through leveraging current assets and capabilities, or when the dynamics in current 
markets must be changed. It comes into play when existing capabilities are extended to new markets or when 
offering new services or products to existing customers. Transformational innovation is required for major changes 
aimed at shifting customer expectations and competitor actions, to create new markets or unique propositions 
that lead to significant competitive advantage. 

Pursuing more radical innovation translates into entering new markets, and offering new products, services or 
product structures, to an audience which was previously considered ‘unbankable’. Pre-paid credit cards, micro 
finance and online brokerage are good examples of this. However, aiming at transformational innovation may 
require a trial-and-error approach as well as significant organisational commitment. Transformational changes are 
comparatively rare and hard to achieve successfully. To create a baseline for innovation, a mix of core, adjacent 
and transformational innovation is necessary. Irrespective of the composition of this mix, it must be compatible with 
the organisation’s ambitions as set out in its corporate strategy, and with its culture and ability to embrace the 
proposed innovations.10

Figure 6. Growth and innovation types 

Create markets 
and segments
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markets and 

segments

Served 
markets and 
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 1  –  3  Growth type 
Core, adjacent, transformational = Innovation type
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Radically new business

Uncertainty

Extensions and 
enhancements 
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3.4 Growth by leveraging the digital platform
The pace of digital change is increasing. It creates both challenges and opportunities for companies in all business 
sectors. Digital innovation has transformed the way that information is accessed, analysed and utilised and the way 
that products and services are delivered to consumers. It is one of the key drivers of a new competitive landscape. 

Deloitte’s five forces of digital disruption provide a framework for understanding the digital revolution and the 
ways it is impacting customer-facing companies, including banks.11 The figure below provides an overview on the 
key digital disruptors:

Figure 7. Deloitte’s five forces of digital disruption

 Mobile
  Mobile penetration continues to increase, and with it 

the potential for new sales channels, ways of interacting 
with clients or within the company. Competitive forces 
are also increasing, as clients find new ways of comparing 
company offerings and their demands increase.

.

 Social
  Social media are revolutionising the way companies 

communicate internally and externally and clients 
communicate with each other. Engagement and 
efficiency of communication are enhanced: data 
and feedback collection are made easier.

 Cyber
  As companies extend their digital platform, the 

risks increase. The ability of a company to protect 
itself and its clients from cybercrime is becoming 
an increasingly important issue for consumer trust, 
corporate governance and brand protection.

 Cloud
  Seamlessly connecting and aligning information from 

different devices, cloud services provide flexibility, 
scalability and total accessibility.

 Analytics
  Analysing vast amounts of data  more efficiently 

can unlock new ways of understanding clients 
and selling products and services. Client-facing 
staff can be empowered with additional insights 
(see Focus Box ‘Insight-led growth using 
advanced analytics’).

Banking clients are increasingly making use of new digital offerings and are expecting the same high quality service 
delivery they have become accustomed to from leading digital consumer businesses. Companies are making 
increasing use of these five forces to disrupt the competitive environment. Banks can re-shape their competitive 
advantage, while new players can disrupt the banking industry by entering from outside. Old business models are 
changed, and new business models and product offerings arise, such as crowd financing. Banks need to respond 
through innovation and to embrace digital technology, just as their clients have done. There are three dimensions 
to consider: (1) clients, (2) employees, and (3) banking institutions.

Banks need to reshape channels and products to serve, retain and excite (1) clients who are increasingly (inter-) 
connected, informed, socially engaged, demanding and time-poor. There is a need to digitise core banking services 
such as payments or FX transactions, both of which have seen entry into the market from all-digital non-banking 
providers. Digital offers new ways to connect with clients, creating state-of-the-art, engaging and informative 
contact points, including mobile. Other digital services to connect (with) clients include account aggregation 
and client/advisor matching. By facilitating clients interconnecting in social media banks stay part of the picture, 
retain clients and learn more about client needs through advanced data analysis. Analytics can help to increase 
the quality and relevance of automated investment advice, both for financial planning and portfolio allocation, 
thus personalising investment advice in a cost-efficient way. Digital platforms can also offer more clients access to 
alternative investment products that would be restricted to wealthier client segments in a more traditional set-up.12 
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In addition to empowering clients, banks need to empower their own (2) employees, providing them with more 
effective tools to understand and serve their clients better, interconnect among themselves and connect with 
clients. This will enable them to do more with less and provide a more personalised service to clients without driving 
up costs. At the same time enhancing the digital workplace will increase employee motivation and commitment and 
so help to retain talent within the bank.

To facilitate these developments, (3) banks will need to restructure the ways they utilise digital platforms, their 
IT systems, business practices and operating models, in order to seize opportunities for growth. Digital platforms 
must be leveraged across the bank according to a coordinated digital strategy. Analytics is the key enabler of this 
process, increasing a bank’s ability to capture, analyse and visualise client data as well as supplier and operational 
data. New operating models arise, with possibilities for outsourcing parts of the digital value chain to specialist 
third party providers. 

Digital innovation creates opportunities in all parts of the growth agenda: in core, adjacent and transformational 
innovation (see Focus Box “Examples of digital innovation”). Going digital also allows providers to cut costs, 
offering a better product at lower prices, thereby increasing competiveness.

Focus Box: Examples of digital innovation 

Core innovations
Growth levers that focus on delivery and client interaction are the most well-established digital offerings 
in financial services. Digital channels can be divided into web, mobile and wearable and may be used 
to deliver documents as well as actual services. Current initiatives include dynamic and user-configurable 
client reporting, extensions to online sales (such as mortgages and payments), online-only banking and 
interactive tool-assisted advisory services. Also being explored is the implementation of augmented reality, 
such as guiding a user to the nearest ATM or calculating foreign currency prices.These context-aware 
applications provide an opportunity to align user behaviour/location with services and products offered by 
the financial institution: they are one step closer to ubiquitous services. In general these innovations focus 
on instant availability and dynamic content presentation.

Other examples include mobile merchant services and direct primary issuance of equity in investment 
banking. With core innovations, banks are serving existing clients with existing products in an improved/
different way.

Adjacent/transformational innovations
Examples of innovation to achieve market expansion may be found in private banking, in efforts to define 
new market segments based on client behaviour and socio-demographics instead of wealth and origin 
of wealth. New markets outside the core may be approached by regional retail banks through online 
portals that standardised products such as loans and mortgages automatically and without client-advisor 
interaction. Another example is crowd funding, where a project or venture is financed by a large number of 
people, usually over the internet: this offers an alternative funding method to more traditional bank loans, 
debt finance or equity issuance. 
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4. Constructing a profitable 
growth portfolio

After a firm has identified a realistic growth target based on an assessment of internal capabilities and external 
conditions, and selected a range of opportunities across the different growth levers, the next step in the growth 
cycle is to construct a portfolio of growth initiatives. The optimal portfolio will be a function of the number and 
attractiveness of the individual projects available, and the overall strategic fit that different combinations of projects 
will have due to diversification and scale economies.

4.1 Individual project assessment
Before assessing the entire project portfolio for its potential to generate profit, opportunities are bundled into 
project (candidate) charters. Each opportunity or project must then be assessed individually against certain risk 
metrics. Accordingly, each bank should define a minimum risk/growth threshold that any project needs to meet 
in order to be considered as a candidate for the portfolio. Projects that do not have the potential to provide a 
sufficient amount of growth for their underlying level of risk will be rejected.

In addition to financial metrics such as NPV, IRR and ROI, high-level qualitative characteristics are used to identify 
key risk metrics of the project, allowing the definition of near-term risk mitigation strategies. Typically, these 
metrics relate to execution risk (strategic attractiveness, market knowledge etc.), market risk (competition, 
customers, commercial attractiveness etc.) and technology risk (development status, sustainable advantage 
etc). Each project undergoes a standard project risk assessment which provides a consistent and transparent 
framework for comparison. Managers are asked to assess the project risk (typically using a short questionnaire) 
along defined dimensions, after which a risk rating is determined for each metric and then for the entire project. 
In this way, the risk profile of projects can be compared in order to determine which to elect for the portfolio.

4.2 Portfolio assessment
When the individual project assessments for risk and return have been completed, the firm should move on to 
an integrated portfolio view. Projects will be measured along pre-defined dimensions in a growth portfolio 
map to identify an optimal combination based on the bank’s growth target and risk appetite. The Deloitte 
growth portfolio methodology, shown in Figure 8, presents a simplified two-dimensional assessment of projects 
according to risk and growth potential, giving an easy-to-understand graphical presentation of results. Measuring 
projects according to risk and growth potential in this way has the advantage of incorporating target growth 
into the portfolio mapping exercise. This can then be combined with an assessment of risk and return, on the 
assumption that growth needs to be profitable and returns will tend to normalise over the long run.

Finally, the bank should combine its overall risk appetite with its target growth rate to define the acceptable 
growth/risk region for the combined portfolio. This region is shown as attractive initiatives in Figure 8. However, 
this does not imply that opportunities which lie outside this region but above the growth/risk threshold should be 
rejected, as this might result in the selection of a sub-optimal portfolio. An optimal portfolio builds on the benefits 
provided by risk diversification and scale and scope economies in order to achieve a risk/growth combination 
that is superior to any individual project. This is achieved by allocating resources (capital, people, management 
time) to a varying degree to the projects in the selected portfolio. For example, the decision may be to maintain 
an adequate level of investments in the core business to provide large scale economies and low risk cash flow 
generation, to allocate a larger amount of resources to promising adjacent opportunities, and to take controlled 
risks in new markets or products that can be future drivers of growth for the bank.
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Figure 8. Deloitte growth portfolio methodology13 
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A varying amount of sophistication may be used in the optimisation process. When the number of projects is 
small, the degree of uncertainty is small, and the investments required for the projects are relatively discrete 
(for example, minimum required investment, or ‘all or nothing’ opportunity), the process can be relatively 
straightforward: the optimal portfolio can be derived by assessing a small number of investment/project 
combinations. However, when there are many different investment opportunities, there is considerable uncertainty, 
and there are different possible levels of investment for each project. In this case finding an optimal portfolio 
will be a complex iterative process, requiring for example the use of probabilistic simulation models. Base case 
financial projections can be developed and sensitivity analysis then applied to key assumptions to determine upside 
and downside scenarios.
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Figure 9. Building blocks for strategy execution

5. Executing a growth 
strategy effectively

Once a bank has determined a proper growth target, identified a suitable area for growth and constructed an 
appropriate growth portfolio, the focus shifts to strategy execution. This chapter discusses how a bank should 
equip itself for successful growth. 

5.1 Building blocks for successful strategy execution
Re-organisation is what often comes first to the mind of management when thinking of ways to execute new 
strategies. There is a common belief that strategic projects fail due to inadequate or inappropriate organisation. 
However although organisation is an essential requirement for successful strategy execution, it is only part 
of the story. There is no such thing as a single parameter that enables a firm to execute strategy successfully. 
There are four building blocks that, if configured correctly, will enable firms to improve their strategy execution 
(see Figure 9).14 

Governance 
 

Clear governance 
enables individuals 
to understand their 
responsibilities and 
those of others. Acting 
for the wider group 
strategy is achieved 
by optimising decision 
rights and giving the 
appropriate units 
sufficient control over 
market decisions. A lack 
of clear governance 
will likely cause 
inefficiencies and hinder 
the enforcement of an 
otherwise effective 
strategy. 

Organisational 
structure 

Organisational structure 
enables an effective 
strategy execution 
where delegation and 
empowerment increase 
the efficiency of every 
single employee.

Information 
 

Information systems 
should ensure a flow of 
required information to 
management at the right 
time. With unstructured 
information streams, 
management would 
have to filter the 
information in order to 
use it to make the right 
decisions. This could 
cause inefficiencies and 
lost sales opportunities, 
especially in fast-
moving markets such as 
banking.

Incentives 
 

Incentives and rewards 
based on personal 
performance measures 
will align the objectives 
of the individual with 
the strategic goals of 
the firm. Incentives that 
are not in alignment 
with group strategy 
may cause undesirable 
behaviours by 
employees and so result 
in ineffective strategy 
execution.

None of these four building blocks stands on its own. They are interlinked, and only by taking a comprehensive 
view of all four elements will the process of strategy execution be enhanced.
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5.2 Design the governance 
Banks face many demands from their various stakeholder groups. In response to the market turbulence of the past 
few years, increased client demands and heightened regulatory requirements, banks should consider extending 
the governance framework deeper into the organisation. This can be achieved by implementing a governance 
operating model.15

A governance operating model is used by the board of directors and management to translate the elements of 
governance into practices, procedures and job responsibilities. The table below provides an overview of how the 
four components of a governance operating model can be tailored to foster growth.

Components Sub-components Growth-enabling characteristics

Structure • Committee mandates

• Organisational structure and 
reporting lines

• Resource allocation

• Continuously align the board’s and management’s 
mandates ensuring that growth objectives are deeply 
rooted across the bank

• Establish a flat organizational structure to provide for fast 
and efficient reporting lines

• Provide for organisational flexibility to enable prompt 
reaction to changing circumstances

• Facilitate the flow of resources to value creating initiatives 
away from low-impact projects

Oversight 
responsibilities

• Authorities and 
responsibilities

• Management accountability 

• Reporting, escalation and 
feedback procedures

• Assign authority and responsibilities to create commitment 
to execute growth strategy initiatives

• Assign accountability to the level where strategy execution 
occurs ensuring vertical alignment of objectives (from top 
management down to operational staff at execution level)

• Allow for bi-directional escalation and feedback 
procedures giving opportunity to signal flawed growth 
initiatives or new opportunities across the organisation

Talent and culture • Core beliefs and behaviours

• Leadership development and 
talent programmes 

• Rewards and incentives

• Support a culture that values responsibility taking and 
ownership for growth execution at all levels of the bank

• Ensure that senior staff leads by example of entrepreneurial 
behaviours and ownership mentality

• Establish leadership succession routes that reward staff for 
taking responsibility and ownership in strategy execution

• Incorporate staff performance on growth initiatives as 
key components in compensation and incentive plans

Infrastructure • Policies and procedures

• Reporting and 
communication

• Technology and information

• Avoid overly-prescriptive policies and procedural norms 
to ensure that growth execution can evolve flexibly as 
required

• Remove barriers to information ensuring that the strategy 
process is embraced by employees at all levels of the bank

• Ensure cross-functional and multi-level involvement in 
the definition of structure, content and KPIs in reporting. 
Use communication tools targeted for growth strategy 
execution

A robust governance operating model emerges when all four components are appropriately defined for the growth 
ambitions of the bank. This is what differentiates a regular governance operating model from one tailored for 
growth. The following part-chapter suggests how organisational structure can be shaped to support growth.
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5.3 Shape organisational structure
Organisational structure can be seen understood as a shell covering the way that decisions are reached, 
how information is gathered, managed and shared, and how incentives are used to align business and employee 
objectives. Managers must recognise that a one-size-fits-all organisation structure for growth does not exist. 
Each bank must determine the best organisation structure, on the basis of its growth objectives, organisational 
peculiarities and resource base.

Many banks struggle to identify which capabilities within the organisation require investment and attention in order 
to reaching their target growth objectives. The Deloitte Organisational Value Generation (OVG) framework was 
developed as a value-focused, analytics-driven guide for companies to uncover, define and organise for business 
performance improvement.16 

Figure 10. The five guiding principles of Deloitte’s Organisational Value Generation framework

1 2 3 4 5

Identify
Identify and prioritise 
the most relevant value 
dimensions through 
analytics-based insights

Rally
Rally leadership around 
the identified value 
dimensions and strategic 
business outcomes that will 
drive the strategy of the 
organisation’s structure

Select
Select the appropriate 
combination of 
“organisational levers” 
to execute your business 
strategy

Shape
Identify the roles and their 
relationships with the 
activities that impact your 
value objectives to shape 
your organisation’s future 
state

Embed
Leverage job design to 
embed value-generating 
outcomes into everyday 
activities

The elements of the organisation structure with the highest impact on value generation need to be identified 
and given prioritised attention. To achieve growth successfully, the governance model, organisational capabilities, 
and workforce need to be combined in an appropriate way. While most jobs in a bank focus on operational tasks, 
there are always influential roles that drive a disproportionate share of value. These roles make up the bank’s critical 
workforce segments. Identifying these key roles is crucial for the design of the organisation’s growth-enabling 
future state. The OVG framework enables banks to assess whether their operating model and workforce are 
appropriate for successful achievement of their desired growth strategy objectives. It also helps to determine the 
requirements for governance, the workforce, and organisational capabilities that are needed for successful growth. 
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5.4 Design the incentives 
In order to create effective incentive systems that foster growth initiatives, banks should look beyond pure 
monetary aspects. Culture is at the centre of a successful incentive system. At its simplest, a company’s culture 
addresses two basic questions faced by each of its employees: ‘What must I do to get ahead in this place?’ and 
‘How do I need to behave?’ Once employees can identify the right answers to these questions, they can adapt 
their behaviour accordingly and move their careers in alignment with company objectives. For growth-seeking 
banks, it is essential to tie these behavioural norms to the growth objectives and communicate these appropriately 
to staff.17 Of course, incentives and remuneration play a crucial role in shaping the corporate culture. They must be 
designed in such a way that the desired culture is reinforced and objectives of individuals are aligned to those of 
the bank.

Empirical evidence shows that a progression from strategy, to value drivers, to targets, to measurements, to 
rewards forms the backbone of performance management systems at leading companies.18 The performance 
pyramid in Figure 11 summarises this connection.

Rewarding for performance drives managers to 
work harder than they would otherwise. Linking 
remuneration, incentives and career development 
systems to growth objectives is a key enabler for the 
successful implementation of growth strategies

Measuring the performance of the business along the growth 
objectives of the bank will deeply root the growth strategy in the 
culture. It will go beyond measurement of operating activities and 
financial results, in ways that are explicitly linked to the bank’s 
growth strategy

The performance targets in incentive schemes should be linked to the delivery 
of the organisation’s growth strategy 

There are many definitions and drivers of shareholder value (such as economic profit, return 
on invested capital and company-specific accounting measures of performance); however, 
value should be defined in terms of growth so that employees can embrace it as a guiding 
principle for building and managing the business

Define value  
aspirations in 

terms of growth

Set performance targets 
linked to achieving growth 

aspirations

Manage business performance using 
metrics of growth objectives 

Link employee rewards, incentives and career development 
to success or failure in delivering growth initiatives

Figure 11. Performance pyramid
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5.5 Use information effectively
Many banks have come to appreciate the value that exists in the vast amount of information and data they process 
on a daily basis. It is important for monitoring performance to focus on data that are relevant to the execution of 
the desired growth strategy and for reporting on progress with strategy implementation. Deloitte has identified 
four elements of management reporting that, if designed appropriately, will help banks to execute growth 
strategies more effectively. These are: (1) content, (2) value, (3) processes and (4) systems.19 

(1) Focused and balanced reporting content. Management reporting is vital for measuring the extent to which 
targets are achieved and for indicating what corrective measures might be needed to bring performance back 
towards the growth strategy targets. Experience shows however that reports are often limited to providing 
a number of financial KPIs. Meaningful reports also need to include non-monetary information in order to gain 
a comprehensive picture of the strategy execution process, for example by including information relating to the 
market situation and competitors. In addition, there should be a balance between historical and forward-looking 
metrics. This will allow management to anticipate future developments and recognise if and when a change of a 
selected growth strategy may become necessary. 

(2) Value-driven reporting. The information contained in any performance report should provide value for the 
bank, but such information comes at a cost. Whereas these costs can be identified with moderate effort, the value 
of information depends on its relevance and applicability to the decisions that are made. Hence information is 
valuable only if it influences decisions such that strategically sound actions are taken. A management information 
system is only effective when the value of the information it produces exceeds its cost. 

(3) Standard reporting processes. The reporting process should provide for clear responsibilities, unambiguous 
steps in the reporting process, and appropriately timed intervals for the submission of reports to management. 
Especially for large banks with many units and integrated functional areas, high levels of standardisation are 
necessary to ensure that information is reported in a timely manner with the desired quality at each management 
level. Furthermore highly standardised management information systems are easily transferable to other units of 
the bank with only few minor changes.

(4) Integrated reporting systems. State-of-the-art management reporting systems are not based on standalone 
solutions and spreadsheets. Superior solutions integrate several data sources, and harmonise and automate 
different reporting streams across functions within the bank. By integrating information from multiple sources, 
and by eliminating redundant information, reports will provide management with new insights. An example 
would be the integration of the information management system with the risk management tool enhancing 
decision-making on both performance and risk. 
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6. Conclusion

Empirical evidence shows that many banks struggle to achieve profitable growth. We believe that one of the 
main reasons for this is their lack of a systematic growth methodology. While growth can be found on the 
agenda of many banks, they have been unable to transform sufficiently their growth strategies into sustainable 
and value-creating initiatives. It is evident that there are many growth opportunities for banks. A one-size-fits-all 
strategy does not exist, as banks have to set achievable growth targets within their financial resources. As a result 
the optimal growth portfolio will differ between banks. Equally important, banks have to keep up with the dual 
challenge of growing both today’s business and also the business of tomorrow. While the protection of the 
current core business can be achieved by continuing to service existing client segments through current product 
offerings, a bank with real growth ambitions may need to re-invent itself radically, by investing in adjacent or 
new markets. If systematically implemented, such long-term oriented growth strategies can help banks to maintain 
a sustainable competitive position.

We believe that this White Paper will help bank executives to address today’s growth challenge and find 
solutions to the question of how their bank can be positioned to keep up with the ever-increasing pace of 
innovative change. It has been written to provide banks with a practical and systematic approach as to how 
they can define an appropriate growth target for their specific business, where potential areas for growth may 
be found, how a reasonable portfolio of growth projects can be structured and, finally, what issues they should 
address in order to execute growth strategies effectively. The report has also discussed the expected impacts of 
innovation and digitalisation on the banking industry. 

For banks that are considering whether they should pursue a growth strategy and how to do it, or for banks that 
may already have taken the first steps towards realising a growth strategy, this report can serve as a solid basis for 
their ambitions.
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Appendix I –Descriptions of growth 
levers

Growth levers: developing core business

Growth levers Characteristics and examples

1
Develop 
core 
business

Expand 
core 
business 

Expand 
distribution 
channels

• Redefine existing distribution channels or developing new ones to connect your company’s offerings with 
your clients

• E-commerce has become a dominant force in recent years, but traditional channels such as physical branches 
are still important

Enhance 
Sales force 
effectiveness

• Sharpen focus and effectiveness of sales force through training and coordination of activities

• Boost sales productivity and deliver high-quality results by establishing consistent and controlled selling 
processes

• Create a more capable sales force by identifying and teaching the techniques of the top sales performers

• Improve conversion rates and sales cycle times by aligning the sales process with client buying behaviour 
and decision points

• Enhance sales team efficiency by increasing the adoption of productivity-enhancing tools and processes

Optimise 
pricing and 
profit model

• Refine pricing: rethink the baseline for pricing , create price bundles, consider rebates and discounts

• Align the profit model with the overall business strategy and strategy for innovation 

• Innovative profit models can provide new ways of converting a firm’s offerings and other sources of value 
into cash

Improve 
products/
services

• Enhance product functionality and service quality, or innovate through branding

• Innovate to improve product performance: address the value, features, and quality of the company’s offering

• Innovate to improve services and enhance the utility, performance, and apparent value of an offering

Enhance client 
experience

• Develop lasting client experience around products or services, moving beyond functionality and quality

• Client experience innovations are all about understanding the deep-seated aspirations of clients and users, 
and using those insights to develop meaningful connections between them and your company

Use 
profitability 
reporting

• Gain in-depth knowledge about product and service data, to understand main drivers of profitability

• Banks need to improve their understanding of the factors that contribute to profitability

• The assessment of profitability should take place along three dimensions: product, client, and advisor 
profitability

Leverage
hidden 
assets

Leverage 
hidden 
financial 
assets

• Untap the potential of currently-unused financial assets within the firm to invest in growth opportunities

• Banks possess hidden skills and capabilities that are not used in day-to-day operations, have strong business 
relationships that can be exploited in different ways, or they possess client information that is not fully 
leveraged for value

Leverage 
hidden 
know-how

• Untap the potential of currently unused know-how and apply these skills and knowledge in implementation of 
growth opportunities

• Encourage idea generation from within the organisation and facilitate the collection of all ideas into an online 
repository

• Develop IP internally with commercial potential

• Create relationships with patent attorneys for opportunity development

• Fast track patents and commercialisation of IP

Develop 
the long 
tail

Promote 
sales of niche 
products

• Explore ways to sell lower-volume niche products at a profit in order to retain existing revenue potential

• Focus strategic initiatives on niche products that are usually overlooked 
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Growth levers: expanding into adjacent market areas

Growth levers Characteristics and examples

2
Expand 
opportunities 
adjacent to 
core

Develop 
products

Offer new 
products

• Develop products entirely new to the firm and or the industry

• Develop ideas with potential into business projects

• Commercialise new products and business opportunities

• Use M&A/JV/alliances to gain critical mass

Offer new 
products 
system 
(complements)

• Develop a system of complements around existing products to foster sales of an entire product 
group

• This is fostered through interoperability, modularity, integration, and other ways of creating valuable 
connections between otherwise distinct and disparate offerings

• Product system innovations help you build systems appeal to clients and create a defence against 
competitors

Develop 
new markets

Offer new 
geographies 

• Expand the business to new geographical areas, nationally and/or internationally

Serve 
new client 
segments

• Expand into client segments currently not serviced 

Adjust 
value chain 
configuration

Conduct 
backward 
integration 

• Expand the business by moving backwards in the value chain, into areas of activity occupied by 
suppliers to the existing business

Conduct 
forward
integration 

• Expand the business by moving forward in the value chain , into areas of activity occupied by clients 
to the existing business

Adjust 
network set-up 
and service 
deployment

• Rethink the current value chain setup and explore opportunities to benefit from skills of available 
network partners, outsourcing arrangements and adjustments to the structure of the business. 

• In today’s connected world, no company should do everything alone. Network innovation provides 
a way for firms to take advantage of other companies’ processes, technologies, offerings, channels 
and brands

• These innovations mean a firm can capitalise on its own strengths while harnessing the capabilities 
and assets of others
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Growth levers: radically new business

Growth levers: innovation and digital

Growth levers Characteristics and examples

3
Explore 
radically new 
business

Redefine 
product 
usability

Create demand 
for new use 
of existing 
product

• Explore opportunities to market re-invented methods of using existing products to generate demand 
that has not been existed previously 

Create
new markets

Develop 
markets 
entirely new  
to industry

• Explore growth-generating market activities that are entirely new to the industry but exist in other 
business areas

Develop 
markets 
entirely new  
to the world

• Completely re-think doing business, and develop new market activities to generate growth

Growth levers Characteristics and examples

4
Transversal 
levers

Innovation • Core innovation is equivalent to steady change to the known

• Adjacent innovation is used to leverage current assets and capabilities or to change the dynamics 
in current markets (i.e. extending the service and product shelf)

• Transformational innovation is required for big changes aimed at shifting customer expectations  
and competitor actions (i.e. to create new markets or unique propositions)

Digital • Digital innovations change what may be offered to clients and how they are developed through 
various platforms and technologies such as mobile, social, analytics, cloud, and cyber

• Digital improvements are possible across all types of innovation, from core to transformational 
innovation
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Appendix II – List of abbreviations

FTE Full time equivalent

IRR Internal rate of return

KPI Key performance indicator

MiFID Markets in Financial Instruments Directive

NPV Net present value

OTC Over the counter

OVG Deloitte Organisational Value Generation framework

R&D Research and development

ROI Return on investment

SGR Sustainable growth rate
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